Super Language Learning

Quickly Speak Like A Native
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Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you can quickly and easily learn and speak a new language.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming better and better at your target language. Write down any positive comments made by others.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

I learn any language like a native

I quickly learn foreign languages

I speak foreign languages quickly and easily

I memorize hundreds of new vocabulary words a day

I effortlessly remember grammar

I pick up language naturally by listening to people speak

people often mistake me for a native

I speak like a native

I easily adapt to local slang

I naturally use correct intonation

I naturally use proper slang

I quickly memorize hundreds of words a day

I effortlessly soak up new languages

I learn quickly and easily

I have a mind like a sponge

I read entire grammar textbooks in a matter of minutes
My mind is hard wired to learn new languages

I tap into the super conscious mind to learn new languages

I learn on an unconscious level

I have super human language learning ability

I easily and quickly learn new languages

I learn languages simply by being around other speakers

I quickly learn to speak like a native

I easily slip into foreign cultures

my mouth always cooperates with my thoughts

I speak new languages before I even realize what's happening

I learn on an unconscious level

I learn new languages while I sleep

I learn new languages by passively listening to speakers

I learn new languages by casually flipping through textbooks

I am genetically programmed to easily learn new languages

my brain is an effortless learning machine
my brain is a natural learning machine
You learn any language like a native
You quickly learn foreign languages
You speak foreign languages quickly and easily
You memorize hundreds of new vocabulary words a day
You effortlessly remember grammar
You pick up language naturally by listening to people speak
people often mistake you for a native
You speak like a native
You easily adapt to local slang
You naturally use correct intonation
You naturally use proper slang
You quickly memorize hundreds of words a day
You effortlessly soak up new languages
You learn quickly and easily
You have a mind like a sponge
You read entire grammar textbooks in a matter of minutes

Your mind is hard wired to learn new languages

You tap into the super conscious mind to learn new languages

You learn on an unconscious level

You have super human language learning ability

You easily and quickly learn new languages

You learn languages simply by being around other speakers

You quickly learn to speak like a native

You easily slip into foreign cultures

your mouth always cooperates with your thoughts

You speak new languages before You even realize what's happening

You learn on an unconscious level

You learn new languages while You sleep

You learn new languages by passively listening to speakers

You learn new languages by casually flipping through textbooks
You are genetically programmed to easily learn new languages

your brain is an effortless learning machine

your brain is a natural learning machine